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ABSTRACT 

The production of photons at large transverse momentum can be used 

as a direct probe of quark and gluon subprocesses at short distances. We 

calculate the cross section for high pT photons produced in pp collisions 

from lowest order quantum chromodynamics and higher order constituent 

interchange model processes. We find that CIM terms dominate both y and IT 

spectra until very high pT-although there are regions of s and pT where 

the CIM contributions dominate the y spectrum but the IT spectrum already 

shows the scaling behavior of lowest order QCD, and also vice versa. We 

emphasize that in some processes (e.g., gluon + quark -+ photon + quark), 

the photon is produced without accompanying toward side hadrons. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Single hadrons and hadronic jets observed at large transverse momenta in ~' 

hadron Collisions seem to originate in hard, large angle scattering processes 

between constituents of the colliding hadrons. 1 Such subprocesses are, if the 

parton picture is true, 'also sources of prompt real photons, i.e.-y's which do 

not result from IT ', K", q etc. decays. Thereby, one can think of two sharply 

contrasting production mechanisms. High pT photons could be produced via 

essentially the same hadronic mechanisms as pions or p's. This is the basic 

assumption of any Vector Meson Dominance Model. The corresponding photon to 

pion ratio, consequently, would be constant (of order cl) apart from a slow 

s-dependence coming from producing more and more vector mesons as the total 

center of mass energy JL increases. However, a photon, unlike a color singlet 

hadron bound state, also has a pointlike coupling to a quark [as evident from 

scaling in deep inelastic e(p)-N scattering etc.]. Thus in field theoretic . - 

models, such as QCD, the photon can participate much more directly in any 

given subprocess than a hadron. It is, in fact, the only non-colored elemen- 

tary field (ignoring weak interactions) that is directly measurable and, 

therefore, is a critical tool for probing short distance dynamics. 2 

The elementary nature of the photon should become transparent at large 

transverse momenta. This is most easily seen in the Bjorken-Paschos analysis2 

of deep inelastic Compton scattering yp -f yX where the pointlike photon-quark 

interaction -in the subprocess Y9 + Yq indeed must dominate the contribution 

from hadron-like couplings at sufficiently large momentum transfer. We em- 

phasize that even for real photons, the pointlike coupling of the quark current 

emerges and dominates at large pT, in parallel to high mass virtual photon 

reactions. We note that unless s (yq -+ yq) and $ (eq + eq) have similar 
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scaling properties at large momentum transfer, it is unlikely that processes 

like $ (gq -+ gq) have canonical point-like behavior. Moreover, the incoming ~. 

photon Eansfers all its energy into the large pT process. No energy is carried 

away by hadronic spectators. 3 

Photons produced in hadronic-collisions reveal their pointlike nature in 

several ways. Let us consider the quark-gluon subprocess in QCD as an illus- 

tration: 

(i) The photon can participate directly in the subprocess gq + yq 

yielding a pi4 contribution to the inclusive y-spectrum. It is produced 

without any trigger suppression whereas, at the p T4 level, a pion can only 

arise indirectly via fragmentation from a quark or gluon scattered into a 

large angle. 

(ii) The photon can also fragment from the scattered quark in gq + gq(q -f y) 

(bremsstrahlung). In this case, its pointlike coupling is reflected in the 

difference of the fragmentation functions4 (Figure 1): 

D ." wx>o versus D 5 (l-x)l Or 2 
Yf9 X rr/q 

. 
X 

The stronger power suppression of pions with a large fraction x of the quark 

momentum is a direct consequence of the composite nature of the pion. 

Altogether it is obvious that y/n is not expected to be constant even at the 

purely QCD - pi4 level. Y In fact T-+ O3 as E = l-x T (XT = ? ) approaches 
S 

0 at fixed 8 cm for both (i) and (ii). 

In addition, there are contributions from constituent interchange proc- 

esses to both y and TT production. They yield inclusive spectra which fall 

off more rapidly with pT but may still dominate the above QCD contributions at 

moderate pT. Here the elementary nature of the photon is especially apparent 

causing different pT-behavior of the leading contributions to y and n : 
5 
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(a) The y-production in pp-collisions in the CIM is dominated by 

Mq -f yq yielding 

4r E9 
E da (PP + Y) - -6 

d3p 
and 

PT 

(b) the r-production is dominated by Mq + Tfq yielding 

E9 E * (pp + 7T) - 8 > 
d3p PT 

- 
where M is a meson-like qq-component in the proton wave function. So, r 

TT 

grows as pT2 at fixed 0 cm' We discuss the normalization of these processes in 

Section IV. 

There is already evidence from several experiments that the photon has to 

be treated, at least partly, as a fundamental field. For example, if it were 

dominantly a qt bound state, all of the following ratios would be constant: 

(1) SLAC6 (ecm = 90" , E:ab = 4,5,7.5 GeV): 

$ (VP -f n+n> 
g (?T+p -f 7rfp) 

_ so.3 to 0.7 
; 

(2) CORNELL-/ (ecm = 90° , Eiab = 3 to 6 GeV): 

g (YP + VP) 2.1 f 0.6 

g (YP + nOp) 
- s ; 

(3) sLAc8 (21 GeV bremsstrahlung, pT = 1 to 1.7 GeV/c, 0 < E 2 0.4): - 

E da 
d3p (yp + yx) 2.6 to 6.2 

E do (yp -f ITX> - 'T ; 

d3p 
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(4) ISR' (ecm = 90' , & = 45,53 GeV): 

E da - (PP -f yX) 
d3p 

15% at pT - 3 GeV/c 

E da (pp -t ITX) 
d3p 

25% at pT - 3.7 GeV/c ' 

TO test the picture of yyproduction sketched above, far more data are needed, 

preferably at higher energies and/or larger pT. Here we would like to draw 

attention to some of its consequences which do not depend critically on our 

numerical analysis. A unique signature of the pointlike photon-quark coupling 

is the production of high pT photons in R9 + Yq and Mq + yq without accom- 

panying hadrons in the jet (apart from the usual low p background). In con- 
T 

trast, a hadron at high pT is generally accompanied by other fragments of its 

source (quark or gluon at the pi4 - level, or resonance at the pi8 - level). 

A hadron veto at the trigger side would remove the fragmentation component in 

the y-spectrum [e.g. from process (ii)] and display the special role of the 
~ 

photon explicitly. We urge such an experiment to be done. Since the two 

prompt subprocesses (i) and (a) are in fact the dominant y sources, 10 there 

is another remarkable consequence. The photon is nearly always balanced by an 

opposite side quark jet, whereas a pion can arise from a fragmentation of the 

scattered quark in gq -f gq with the balancing jet being a gluon. Finally we 

note that the balance among contributing quarks shifts in going from pions to 

photons. The photon emphasizes the u quark components of the colliding 

hadrons, whereas a IT O, for example, sees u and d quarks equally. Thus, if the 

y is a fragment of a quark, one should observe a hadron asymmetry among the 

accompanying hadrons in the jet in favor of hadrons containing a u quark, e.g. 

+ 71 > n-. Similarly, IT+' s will be more effective in producing high p T y's than 

will 7T-'s. 
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In the following sections we present a complete description of the inclu- 

sive production of real photons in pp-collisions from moderate up to very high _ 

-1 
PT' For definiteness, we choose Ocrn = 90" . The paper is organized as 

follows~ 

Section II: Brief description of the technique used in our calculations, 

discussion of general features of‘ y to TT and y to jet' ratios and some 

remarks on gauge invariance. 

Section III: Derivation and summary of the results for y and ?T pro- 

duction from lowest order QCD-subprocesses (pi4 - contributions). 

Section IV: Investigation of higher order (Constituent Interchange Model) 

processes, the significant contributions of which yield pi6 - terms for the 

y-spectrum and pi8 - terms for the T-spectrum. 

Section V: Discussion of our predictions and conclusions. We find that 

CIM terms dominate both y and IT - spectra at moderate pT, while the pi4 - 

. terms become dominant at very high pT. Because of the different pT-behavior 

of the CIM contributions to y and -rr production, there are also regions 

where CIM still dominates the y-spectrum but the r-spectrum already shows the 

typical pi4 - behavior of lowest order QCD or vice versa. 

The quark fragmentation function into a photon is discussed in Appendix A 

on the basis of pure QED bremsstrahlung. In Appendix B we demonstrate how the 

pointlike nature of the photon leads to a harder pT-spectrum than the one of 

a composite hadron in the framework of a +3-theory. 

The absolute normalization of our subprocesses is consistent with the 

available experimental information and various theoretical arguments. Never- 

theless, at this point there is inevitably some numerical uncertainty in our 

results. We, therefore, give all cross sections explicitly in terms of the 

occurring coupling constants. 
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11. FORMALISM AND SOME GENERAL REMARKS 

The formalism and most of the parameters used in our calculations later on ~1 

are. described in detail in references 5 and 11. We will, therefore, only give 

a brief summary. 

The basic picture we adopt is. that a single particle. (here ?T'S or y) or a 

jet at high transverse momentum has its origin in hard scattering subprocesses 

between constituents (quarks, gluons, mesonic qq or baryonic qqq components > 

of the colliding hadrons (A and B). The observed particle can either parti- 

cipate in the process in which the large momentum transfer occurs ("prompt 

process") or be produced afterwards via fragmentation from a scattered consti- 

tuent ("final bremsstrahlung"). 

Suppose the cross section for the subprocess ab + cd at large momentum 

transfer is given by 

$ (ab -+ cd) = 
TV 

,N-T-U (-QT (+)U ' 
(2.1) 

where 0 contains the relevant coupling constants. The cross section for 

AB + c follows, then, simply by folding (2.1) with the probabilities 

G a/A(Xa)iGb/B % ( )] for finding a constituent of type a(b) inside A(B) carrying 

the light cone fraction xa = of the incident momentum. 

We will use a simple form for these distribution functions suggested by dimen- 

sional counting: 

xG a,A(~) = (l+ga)fa,A N(a/A) (l-~)'~ x>i-i a 

= (l+ga)fa,A N(a/A)(l-Ga)ga x>fa . (2.2) 
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The parameters 

ga: 2 x (minimum number of quarks in the spectator system) - 1 ; 
~. 

-f a/A' 
fraction of total momentum of A carried by a ; 

N(a/A): shape factor, controlling the transition from the (l-x) - 

power behavior in the valence region'to the Regge behavior 

in the sea region; and 

R : value of x at which this transition starts 
a 

are discussed in references 5 and 11 and for protons listed in Table I for 

various constituents. The integrations are elementary and one finds for 

8 = 9o” 
cm 

and large enough T T 5 2 x [x > 2 (f;,+f,)]: 

EF 
E da (AB -+ C) = I2i~ 

d3P PT 

(2.3) 

with E = l-x T' 
xT = %t and pT the transverse c momentum, F = l+ga+gb and 

2+ga+gb+T+U-2N r(2+g,) r(2+gb) 
I = V 1 fa,A N(a/A) fb,B N(b/B) 2 

=A 
-T2+ga+FYb) ’ 

beB 
color (2.4) 

In case of a prompt process, c itself is the trigger particle and (2.3) the 

corresponding inclusive cross section. If the observed particle, however, 

results from a fragmentation of c we, further, have to integrate (2.3) over the 

probability DC,= (w) that C fragments from c 

momentum of c. Again we use a simple power 

wD c,cb) = dC,c(l-w) 
gC/C 

. 

The parameters for C = 1~' and c=qorq 

with a light cone fraction w of the 

law" 

(2.5) 

are given in Table II and provide 

a reasonable description of e+e- - data. The gluon decay parameters are dis- 

cussed in reference 11. 
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I 

TABLE I: Structure Function Parameters (per color) of a Proton 

a 4r 

U 

d 

M 

B 

ga f 
a/P N (a/p> 

TABLE II: 

+ 
C-tT 

U 

d 

- 
U 

g 

3 0.1 1.2 0.2 

3 0.067 1.2 0.2 

7 0.01 1 0 

4 0.063 1 0 

5 0.1 2.4 0.3 

3 0.12 1.6 0.3 

Fragmentation Function Parameters for 'IT' 
t 

gTi/c 
d 

TIC 

1 0.5 

1 0.5 

5 0.5 

5 0.5 

2 0.5 

c + Tr- 

- 
U 

d 

a 

U 

g 

t We use dimensional counting for the disfavored mesons (i.e. g-5). Resonance 

contributions may be important resulting in g=2. This, however, has a small 

effect on the r production result quoted. 
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In Appendix A we show that the effective 12 fragmentation function for a photon 

from a quark can be characterized by 

4r gYlq = 
0 and d 

v/q 
= L& 

TqY l 

(2.6) pi 

hq is the quark charge in units of the electron charge and a is an effective 
Y 

coupling constant: CJ -.a Ln n where a is the fine structure constant and 

& 
-+- 

rl l 

mq 
Numerically we will take en n w 4 . From (2.3) and (2.5) we finally 

get for a fragmentation component in the inclusive spectrum: 

rcg c, .+I) I- @+I) 
F+g +l 

E %- (AB -f c + C) = dC,c 
C/C 

d3p 

r kC,c+F+2) 

K(g C,,,WQ 1 ' 2N l 

PT 

1 
2N-F-3 (2.7) 

with K(g,F,N) = 1 - -g- E: . 
g+F 

All cross sections in this paper are calculated employing formulas (2.3) and 

(2.7). 

A quick glance at these results shows an interesting feature common to 

all models with quark jets. The y and 41. jet ?T ratios for photons and pions 

produced via fragmentation from a q-quark jet in a given subprocess are 

roughly universal, namely 

and 

F+2 1 
K(l,F,i\J) z l 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

We have defined the theoretical jet cross section to be the cross section for 

production of a quark (or gluon) of given pT. The particular dynamics of the 

subprocess only enters via the N dependence of K(~,F,N) in the denominator of 

O-9), which is, however, very weak since -&- s << 1 [see (2.7) and Tables 
g+F 

I and II]. Otherwise, these ratios are determined exclusively by structure 
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and fragmentation function parameters. Numerically, if we have equal numbers 

of u and d quark jets, then for F-10 

- 1 N $ %.kd E zz 0.008 Q, E N 2x1f4~ 
jet 1llT Y 

(2.10) 

In a more detailed calculation such as that appropriate to the "old" 

Feynman-Field model, 1 which contains quark jets only, we find (see Appendix B) 

J- - 4xlo-4 and II- 
jet - 17% 

0 ?T 

at ISR energy, 4; w 53 GeV and pT w 6 GeV/c, E W 0.77. Note fhat 

Y -- 
I I 

F 2Y>>L 
7-r r jet jet ' clearly due to the pointlike y-q coupling. TO 

13 summarize our analysis of quark jet fragmentation, we have. ~ - 

Y and ---a Tr 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

It might be interesting to mention that the situation is different in 

electron-positron annihilation. 14 There, the production cross sections of 71 

and y are directly proportional to the corresponding fragmentation functions, 

lda +- 
2 1 A; D (x> 

-- 
o dx (e e -fro) = q =u,d To/q 

c A," 
(2.13) 

q=u,d,s,c Y 
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2' c 
1 da -- 
CT dx (e+e- + y) = 

q=u,d,s,cA: DYh (x) 

c A2 
q=u,d,s,c q 

with x=-. 
P 

Consequently, for E = l-x-+ 0 
max 

2a c A4 
I-= 

Y q=u,d,s,c qL = '*'? N 0.028 
0 Tr ITd (A2 + A2) E E E ' 

lT+/u u d 

(2.14) 

that is about a factor of 5 smaller than in pp-collisions, since the factor F 

is absent. 

In the following, the subprocesses yielding high pT photons will be clas- 

sified into prompt processes and final bremsstrahlung processes as discussed 

in the Introduction [(i) and (ii)]. The latter class alone is certainly not 

gauge invariant. We want to show here how gauge invariance is restored for 

y production in q'q -+ q'qy . The argumentation is, in principle, the same 

for other bremsstrahlung processes. Further, we only consider the radiation 

from one quark (q), since at high energies the radiation from q and q' 

practically does not interfere. The 

by the sum of diagram (a) and (b) in 

from the corresponding cross section 

variables, e.g. momentum transfer t 

gauge invariant amplitude is, then, given 

Figure 2. The photon spectrum follows 

by integration over the remaining quark 

and invariant mass Mi (see Figure 2). 

In the Coulomb gauge and for hard photons at large angles in the center of 

mass system, one finds for the contributions from the different regions in t: 

(1) ItI - ; : The cross section is dominated by final bremsstrahlung 

(a) with M2 a near the mass shell (note that 2 
Mb is always large). In other 

words, the photon comes off with a small angle with respect to the radiating 
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quark which itself was scattered into a large angle with respect to the initial 
~. 

quark deection [Figure 3(a)]. Thus final bremsstrahlung resembles a fragmen- 

tation from a quark subsequent to the hard scattering process 
q’q + q’q l 

(2)‘ (tl << S. : In this case, kinematics requires b.oth ~~ and < to 
a* 

be large so that both diagrams (a) and (b) are equally important. But in con- 

trast to (l), qt does not participate directly in the part of the process in 

which the large momentum transfer takes place. It only radiates a gluon in 

the very forward direction [Figure 3(b)] . We, therefore, absorb it in the 

wave function of the initial hadron and, instead, consider qg -t qy the rele- 

vant hard scattering process. This shifted subprocess belongs to the class of 

prompt processes [see Figure 4B). 

(3) jtps: As in (2) Mf and 4 are large and the contributions 

from (a) and (b) are, therefore, of the same size, but relatively small due 

to the large momentum transfer. We neglect the contribution from this region. 

Thus we expect the cross sections for prompt processes and final bremsstrahlung 

processes together to be gauge invariant. 
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111. pi4 - QCD CONTRIBUTIONS 

In this section we derive the high pT photon yield from lowest order QCD pi 

subprocGses. Figure 4 shows the Feynman diagrams for the sources we want to 

consider, separated into final bremsstrahlung (A) and prompt (B) processes. 

The corresponding non-radiative jet cross sections pp +'single q- or T or g 

and inclusive T spectra have been calculated in several papers. We will use 

the results given in reference 11. Further, we are neglecting s or g pro- 

duction whose contribution is small to both pions and photons. Whenever we 

substitute numerical values for the quark-gluon coupling constant os and the 

quark-photon coupling constant 15 a 
Y ? 

we take 

cf. = 0.15 and 4 
S aY 

= 4a=137 . 

A. Final Bremsstrahlung 

I Applying the formalism outlined in 

(2.6) and (2.7), we find: 

(a> qq -+ 49 (q + VI: 

7 2 E da (pp -t u,d) = % os x 
d3p PT 

and, therefore, 

(3.1) 

the last section, in particular (2.31, 

1.53, 1.091 

E da (pp -t y) = $ $ 
d3P 

= 3.2~10 -2 2 E8 (3.2) 
cl&T ; 

PT 
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(b) gq -+ gq (9 + Y) 

8 
- E da (pp + u,d) = 'i; af x [5.11, 3.441 

d3p PT 

and 

E &- (pp -+ y) = " $ 
d3P 

5.11 x $ + 3.44 x $ 
1 

PT 

E + (PP -+ u,;,d,d) = 2 a2 
4 s 0.092 x 

PT dp 

and 

Eda 

d3p 
(PP + Y .) =" & [2x$+2x$ 

[1,1, I,11 - 

= 9.4 x 10 -2 2 E9 
ayas7 ; 

PT 

(4 gg -+ 49 (q,q -+ Y) 

= 3.3x10 -3 2 El0 
ay as 4 ; 

PT 

(4 q: -t q: h-i-f Y) 

E da (pp -f u,<,d,d) = ----a2 x P 
d3p 2 

S 
[1.28,0.57 

0.092 x cxf $ 

(3.3) 

YT 

(3.4) 

,0.88,0.571 

and 

E da (PP -f Y) = TT 5 1 
d3p 12 1.85 

x 
$+ 1.45 xi 1 

PT 

= 2.6 x 1O-2 2 El2 
ay as 4 ; 

PT 

(3.5) 
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El2 2 E da (pp -f ;,‘;r> = 4 as 

d3p PT 

0.95 x [I,11 

and 

-S&L 2 E p 
= 2 1 d3p (pp +-VI 13 0.95 x 71 as 4 

pT 

= 1.3 x lo-2 2 El3 
aycls4 l 

PT 

(3.6) 

These results, 
-I- 

together with the corresponding quark jet and n- spectra (taken 

from reference 11) are summarized in Table III. Also shown are the resulting 

Y 
f ratios. They should be compared with the general formula (2.9). 

7-r 

B. Prompt Processes 

The cross sections (2.1) for the subprocesses (a) - (c) of Figure 4B are 

obtained from the equivalent QED cross sections (Compton scattering and 

+- CY. 
e e -t yy) by changing one c1 to aA2 

q ' 
the second one to f and multipli- 

cation by the appropriate color factors (average over initial and sum over 

final color). Their contributions to pp -f y follow, then from (2.3) and 

(2.4). 

(a> gq-+Yq: 

g (gq -+ YS> = 
271 aA2 q $ s2+u2 1 

s2 -- -su 3 



I 
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N 
. 
0-l 
N 

Q cnro 

&- "Y I 

-7 t-l. 
fD t-t 

4 

4 
. 
=4 

+ 

z 
< 

II 

0 
. 
0 

s: 
V 

0 
0” 
w 

-i 
r-t 
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and, therefore, 

8 
-E = (pp -+ y) = I 3 

d3p PT 

with I‘= 27 
6 4 r(5) r(6) 

N(g/p)l [A; fq,p N(‘dp)l 12 +2 1 
r(9) l 

WPB 
color 

Taking 

,f, fg,p N(dP) = 8 x 0.063 = 0.5 and 

color 

c 2 q~p % fsiP 
I((dP) = 1.2 

I 
$x 0.3+ Ix 0.2 

9 

color 

as resulting from Table I, we estimate: 

E8 
E=(pp+y) = 0.36clcls~ . 

d3p PT 

I =- 0. 19 

(3.7) 

- 
(b) qq+gY: 

This cross section follows from (a) by s-t crossing and multiplica- 

tion by 8 
3 

to correct the color average in the initial state: 

g G + 4-Y) = 
2lT ax2 > t2+U2 8 

s2 -- tu 9 l 

Then, 

11 
E = (pp -f y) = I% 

d3p PT 

(3.8) 
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with 

8aa 
I S = 2 $ x 0.3 x 0.03 + 

9 
$ x 0.2 x 0.03 I 1.2 (28+28) r(5) r(g) 

rw 
~. 

= 0.12 clas . 

Replacing in (a) the q-parameters by the corresponding <-parameters, 

we get: 

El2 
E da (pp -f y) = 14 

d3P PT 

(3.9) 

cm 
with I = 2 -2 0.5 

3 
o3 c210+28> r(6) r(9) 

f(13) 

El2 
= 0.07 acis 4 . 

PT I 

In total we have 

8 2 
E da (pp -+ yx) 2 &- CL a (3.2 + 9.4E + 0.33~~ + 2.6~~ + 1.3~~) x 10 -2 

d3p 
4 

PT 
s Y 

8 
+ % ~r~cx(O.36 + 0.12~~ -t 0.07~~) 

PT 

f $ a; ay FzR(~) + $ asa FTR (E) . (3.10) 

PT PT 

Taking for the coupling constants the values (3.1) we see that the dominant 

contribution comes from the prompt process qg + Y4 - We emphasize again that 

the prompt process can be distinguished from the QCD bremsstrahlung contribu- 

tion by the absence of hadrons on the trigger side (see Introduction). 
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Finally, the 5 ratio calculated from all pa4 QCD sources is given by 
IT 

-* 

-! 
Y + Tr 

with 

RQCD 
Yh 

I 
E RQCD .& 

Y/T E 
(3.11) 

QCD 

cxy F$E) +" FzR (~1 
s - = 

F;CD (~1 
(3.12) 

FY BR and FY PR are defined in equation (3.10) and 

In (3.13) we have kept only the four dominant contributions to T' production 

from qq + qq(q + n+) , qg'qg(q'~+) , qg + 4g(g + T+l and 

gg -f gg(g -f 7T+) , respectively. The gluon fragmentation function is assumed 

to be of the form given in Table II. Further details may be found in reference 

11. We note that, if present, scaling violations from higher order QCD asymp- 

Y totic freedom corrections tend to cancel in the 7 ratio. Thus equation (3.12) 

should be a reliable prediction of QCD. 

Choosing ~1~ = 0.15 this gives 

0.4 at E = l-x T =0.7 
(3:14) 

2.5 at & = l-x T =0.3 l 

It is certainly remarkable, that when the pi4 -QCD processes are dominant, the 

predicted ratio of prompt photon to total 'rr' production is as large as 250% 

at & = 0.3 . At present energies, however, the pi4-QCD processes do not yet 
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seem to be dominant, at least for pT < 8 GeV/c . The observed IT+-spectra, 

for example, go like pi8 at fixed "T and 0 
cm 

rather than pi4 as predicted by 

+ 
- QCD. Consequently, we expect YQCD'71expt to be small and, indeed with ~, 

4r 

(3.15) 

(in GeV units), we have 

a2 p4 

IT 
= [cxy FiR(c) + E Fy (E)] $3 = 

s PR expt 

= 8 x lO-5 p; ; (E - 1) . (3.16) 

For & = 45 GeV , pT = 3.7 GeV/c , E = 0.84 , this gives YQcD/n;xpt - 1.4% , 

compared to the experimental value 9 5 25% . In the next section we consider 

other sources of prompt photons, which will turn out to be dominant at such 

moderate pT. 
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IV. pq6 AND pi8 - CIM CONTRIBUTIONS 

Large momentum transfer processes involving bound states of fundamental ~1 

fields Can be analysed in terms of the minimum number of fields interacting in 

a hard scattering subprocess. This approach leads to a quite natural expansion 

of the complex interaction into a-series of different types of subprocesses, 

each of them characterized by a large net momentum transfer. In reference 17, 

this hard scattering expansion is studied quantitatively; in a @3-theory, the 

leading processes give already 90% of the total cross section. The same rules 

applied to QCD lead to a series starting with the pi4-processes of Section III, 

followed by processes of greater complexity such as qg -f q'M , qM' -f q'M or 

0' -f q'B with M' , B' being low mass q: and qqq constituent states emitted 

by the colliding hadrons. Such processes, where the trigger hadron is formed 

before the high pT scattering, can dominate over processes where the hadron is 

fragmented subsequent to the interaction, since the latter are suppressed by 

the fragmentation power in (2.7). 12 We will not go into a detailed discussion, 

which can be found in references 5, 11 and 17. However, we want to make at 

least some remarks. 

The fall off in pT of the contribution from a given subprocess is steeper 

the more "hot" gluons are exchanged. The higher order processes mentioned 

above have characteristic p -6 , pi8 
-12 

T and PT - CIM spectra, respectively, at 

fixed xT and 6 cm' 
The absolute normalization of these contributions can be 

expressed in terms of the effective coupling constants ~1 s for quark to gluon, 

0"~ for quark to meson and aB for quark to baryon. A preliminary determina- 

tion of a s has been obtained from high pT inclusive scattering [reference 11 

and (3.1)]; oM and ~1~ were determined from fixed angle elastic scattering 

and momentum sum rules' giving 
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% = 2 GeV2 and CIB " 10 GeV4 . (4.1) 

For these values, the main source for pions at pT < 8 GeV/c is the qM + q'n 
4\ 

subprocess where M is constrained to contain the correct antiquark flavor of 

the observed pion. 18 The result 

9 
Edo(pp+7;r‘) = 1.14% 

d3p PT 

(4.2) 

is consistent with the experimental spectrum (3.15) taking into account other 

+ +- 5 Tl sources, especially resonance decay like P" +lTTl . 

Naturally, such higher order processes must also exist in the case of photon 

production. As at the pi4-QCD level, we have prompt processes (Figure 54) 

yielding pi6 terms and final bremsstrahlung processes (Figure 5B) giving rise 

to pi6 and pi8 contributions. 

~ - 

A. Prompt Processes: 

(a> sM -+ s’Y: 

In the scaling limit, the cross section for this subprocess is given 

by5 

$ (qM -f n’y> = yu$[yd]2 . 

Then, according to (2.3) and Table I: 

(4.3) 

E = (pp -+ y) = I $ 
d3p PT 

(4.4) 
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with" 

~. 
I 4\ = 20,~ ,ip M;p fq,p N(q/p) fM,p N(M/P) (A; +$ hq')2 

color 

x 5 x 26 r(5) r(7) 
r(io) 

= 2a x5x2 6 
%I 

x $i x 1.2 x 2.4 x 0.1 x 

(b) q;' -f yM: 

and, consequently, 

El1 
E da (pp -f y) = I - 

d3p 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 
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with 

- 1 = ~1% c 1 
4EP 

fq,p iI fT,,p N(~‘/p)(A;; - hq,lz 

color ;'Gp 

x 28 r(5.1 r(9) 
r (12) 

= cxop 28 x & x 1.2 x 0.01 

X 

L { 

0.3x [-+$]2+[-$+$)2~ 

+o.2x{[~-~)2+[~+~]2~~ 

ignoring strange antiquarks. 

We see that the latter contribution is very much smaller than the yield from 

qM -+ q'y and can be neglected. 

B. Final Bremsstrahlung 

(a> qM -f q'g(q' -f Y> : 

Using the result for u and d jet production in qM -f q'g given 

in reference 11: 

(4.7) 
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we obtain from (2.7): 

-E &- (PP + y) = ~ 5 1 El0 
d3p 10 $ 

x 0.06 + 
$ 

x 0.04 
1 x”S%6 

PT 

-3 = 1x10 
QO 

y % % 6 - 
PT 

(4.8) 

(b) qM' -+ q'M(q' + y): 

Since any meson M can contribute to the production of the q'-quark 

+ 
jet, we have to multiply the corresponding K -cross section by the 

number of participating mesons: 

E &!- (pp + q'-jet) = N(M) E do (pp -t nf) 
d3p d3P 

. (4.9) 

Estimating N(M) as 9+3X9 = 36 for spin 0 and spin 1 meson nonets, 

one obtains with (4.2), (2.7) and <At + Ai> = $ :20 

E + (pp + y) u- 2 $ $ 36 x 1.1 6 g 
d’p 

2 El0 =0.4ays77- . 

PT 

Both contribution (a ) and (b) are small compared to (4.4): 

Y(qM + q'gY) w 1 4xlo-4E 
Y(qM + s’v> l 

, 

y(q>f' + q'My) _ o 7 % 
Y(qM -+ q’?‘) ’ 

PT 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

and may be neglected. The same is true for other sources like qg + q'MY , 

Mg + q':Y or qB' -f q'BY . 

We clearly see that the prompt process qM -f q'y is by far the dominant 

CIM source for high pT photons yielding5 
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9 
E da (pp -+ yX) = 4.4~1~ % 

d3p PT 

and (in Ge? units) 

(4.12) 

ycIM E 
IT+ 

0*48zolh, Pi = 0.007 p; (4.13) 

expt 

if we use the form (3.15) for r 
+ and expt 

c&=2. For pT = 3.7 GeV/c, this 

gives 
+ 

'CIM"expt 
_ 10% , which is much larger than corresponding value of 

- 1.4% for the p,4-CjGD sources but less than the ISR result' of - 25% . 

Together, the QCD and CIM contributions should describe the y production and 

the u ratios from moderate up to very high pT. This complete description is 
TT 

the main topic of our concluding discussion. 
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Let us summarize our results obtained in Section III and IV, We have 
- 

shown that the two leading terms in the hard scattering expansion 17 of the 

inclusive production of prompt photons at high pT and ecrn = 90' in pp colli- 

sions, PP + YX , are given by the-pi4 -term from prompt processes and final 

bremsstrahlung (3.10): 

and the p i6-term from the prompt CR4 process (4.4): 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

Other pi6 terms as well as pi8 and higher power terms (4.6, 8, 10) only contri- 

bute at the few % level and become completely negligible as.pT increases. For 

+ TT -production, the asymptotic series is dominated by the QCD-pi4-term [Table III 

and (3.13)]: 

ct2 F' s QCD(&) $ 

and the CIM pi8 term: 

9 
2.25 4 s . 

PT 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

The latter term follows from (4.2) after multiplication by the appropriate 

+ + 
ll expt"prompt ratio (-2) to account for the experimental spectrum 

Eda (p~+rr+X),~~~= 9+ at moderate pT. 21 

d3p 
There are possibly some 

PT 
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corrections due to scaling violations. However, we do not expect them to 

change our results in a crucial way. ~. 

Finaly, the prompt y to total TT+ ratio R 
y/T+ 

at 8 CM = 90" is 

given by: 

R = 
[( ci FOR + oscl FgR (Ej] p: + 4.4'~M E PG 

u/v+ [2.25 \; + a; F;CD(E) P;] E 
. (5.5) 

It is plotted in Figure 6 for FNAL, ISR and future "asymptotic" energies as a 

function of pT taking for the coupling constants the values (3.1) and (4.1). 

Figures 7 and 8 show the scaling behavior. The main features are: 

(1) strong energy dependence at fixed pT for high pT; 

(2) increasing energy independence at fixed E as A increases due to 

the dominance of pi4-QCD processes; 

(3) if QCD dominates R --I+-CO as 
Y/T E 

E-to; 

(4) at low to moderate pT CIM dominates and Ry,71. w 6; independent of 

It is also interesting to see that at very, very high energies a clear separa- 

tion between the CIM- and QCD-dominated pT regions develops, indicated by a 

dip in R + (Figure 6). 
Y/T’ 

To investigate the 

the ratio of the pi4 to 

values for the coupling 

"t'QCD(Pi4) 
u 

YCIM(P;6) 

interaction between QCD and CIM further, we calculate 

the pq6 contributions to pp + yX. Taking the same 

constants as above, we find 

1 1.2 x 10'2 p; ; & = 0,7 

1.5 x lo-2 *; ; & = 0,5 

(5.6) 

This implies a cross over from CIM to QCD dominance at pz c 8.3 GeV/c at 

A -" 33 GeV and pz = 9.2 GeV/c at a -N 61 GeV. In contrast, the cross over 
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between QCD(py4) and CIM(pi8) contributions to r production occurs at 

7-r pT z 10.2 GeV/c and p; = 8.2 GeV/c at the same energies, respectively [see 

reference 11 and equations (5.3) and (5.4)]. We can thus distinguish three 

regions: 

(I) The CIM contributions (Mq -+ yq , Mq -f Mq) dominate both y and 

71 production. The photons are produced directly in the hard scattering sub- 

process. In this region, where pT is typically below 8 GeV/c at ISR energies, 

E da/d3p w pi8 for pions and y/r * 0.7% pi at fixed 0 cm [see (4.13) and 

Figure 61. In Figure 8, this region is characterized by a linear rise of R 

with s at fixed E . 

(II) The QCD (pi4) contributions dominate both y and -T production. 

In this region, a typical pT of which is beyond pT " 10 GeV/c at ISR energies, 

the yl~ ratio is independent of pT at fixed E (Figure 8) and grows like 

1 -- 
: [ see (3.11) and Figure 73. The main photon source is the prompt subproc- 

ess gq -f yq producing a pure electromagnetic jet. Experimental implications 

of this fact have been discussed in the Introduction. The QCD bremsstrahlung 

(qq -+ qqy , etc.) contributes at maximum 20% of the prompt process and con- 

siderably less (-5%) at smaller E . The rise of s as E + 0 indicates that 

at the edge of phase space, the pointlike electromagnetic production can become 

stronger than the production of hadrons. 

(III) Below & = 48 GeV , there is an intermediate region where the 

QCD(P,~) contributions already dominate the photon spectrum, whereas the n 

production is still dominated by the CIM(pi8) contribution. Above & = 48 GeV 

just the opposite occurs; the intermediate region is characterized by QCD dominance 
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of the 71 spectrum and CIM dominance of the photon spectrum. This switch- -. 

over, illustrated in Figure 9, is sensitive to the particular power (g = 4) ~1 
g/P 4\ 

of the proton's gluon distribution. 

We should stress that the balance sheet of subprocesses described here 

for real photons depends strongly on -M2 . . 
Y 

in the case of vrrtual photons. It 

- is also of interest to consider y-production for other beams such as IT + 
01: P 

where the q';; + yg pi4 -subprocess can play a more important role. 22 

We have thus achieved a rather complete description of the production of 

high pT photons from the basic assumption of a pointlike photon-quark coupling 

in QCD and CIM subprocesses. Our numerical results for the various cross sec- 

tions should be reliable up to a factor of 2-3 due to the inhe_rent uncertainty 

in the absolute normalizations and in the choice of the structure and frag- 

mentation parameters. This uncertainty is obviously somewhat less for the G 

ratios. So far, there is only one measurement' of + at relatively small p T 

(-3 GeV), where we predict CIM to be dominant. Our result is consistent with 

these data, as far as the order of magnitude is concerned as well as the rise 

with pT. A more complete test of our predictions does not seem to represent an 

. unsolvable experimental problem. We would like to encourage such experiments, 

especially a combination of a photon trigger and a hadron veto on the trigger 

side suggested in the Introduction. 
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APPENDIX A: PHOTON FRAGMENTATION FUNCTION 

In our calculations of the photon yield from final bremsstrahlung proc- 

esies, w"e used an effective fragmentation function of a quark into a photon of 

the form 

A2 
wD (A. 1) 

with a & 
Y 

=aLn- [see (2.5) and (2.6)l. Here we want to show that (A.l) 
mq 

follows from a pure first order QED calculation with a pointlike q-y coupling. 

To simplify the discussion, we may assume that only one charged constituent 

participates in the process (e.g. gq + gqy or Figure 2). A characteristic 

and, in the following, very essential feature of any final bremsstrahlung 

process is the large momentum transfer in the underlying nonradiative process 

Although we are interested in the production of hard photons, it is suf- 

ficient for our purpose to study the soft or classical radiation which shows 

the same main features, at least in the kinematical region we are considering. 

In this approximation, the differential cross section for producing a photon 

with momentum k is given by 23 

da N 
d3k/kodt 

doO where - dt is the cross section of the underlying nonradiative process 

(e.g. gq + gq) and 

(A. 2) 

(A.3) 
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p(p') is the initial (final) quark momentum and E is the photon polariza- 

tion vector. Integration of (A.3) over the solid angle of the photon leads 

to the energy spectrum 

dN 2clx2 ItI 
dko/k 

= --$ (en -j- - 1) 
0 m 

q 

(A.4) 

if ItI >> 4rni . In the Lorentz gauge, the dominant &-term comes solely from 

the interference term in (A.3). In the Coulomb gauge, however, the situation 

is quite different. Each of the two square terms of (A.3) describes the inten- 

sity of the radiation at a given frequency k. concentrated in narrow cones 

around the direction of radiating particle. These contributions are indepen- 

dent of t and for s >> 4m2 
q 

given by 5 <en t - 2) per particle. The 
m 

q 
interference term, on the other hand, knows of the momentum transfer to the 

2ctx2 ItI 
quark current. It gives --$ (en s + 1) and all three 'terms together add 

up to (A.4). This shows clearly that in the Coulomb gauge and at large t 

the photon yield at large angle in the center of mass system is to a large 

extent dominated by the radiation from the scattered quark, in other words 

by final bremsstrahlung. So 

da= 
dNFBR da 

dkodt -it- 2 
0 

(A.5) 

dNFBR 2 

with fi N $en 5 . A more rigorous calculation, 24 including spin,valid 
0 0 

mq 

for all photon energies with the exception of the end of the spectrum, 

gives for the leading logarithmic term 
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I 
2 

. (A.61 

In terms of the light cone fraction w and the transverse momentum kT 

of the photon relative to the scattered intermediate quark, the formulas are 

slightly more complicated, for example: 
25 

dNFBR 

W Y 
dw dk; 

2 
23. 

Tl 
kG 

i 1 k; 2 
1+2 

ws L 
22 22 wm+ 

q $1 

. (A. 7) 

This result corresponds to the (E.P')~ term in Eq. (A.3) where s’ ; (pi + pi)*. 

dNFBR 
The leading term of Y 

Wdw , however, is the same as in (A.5) or (A.6). One 

2k 
only has to replace 0 by w: 

&- 

dNFBR 
Y 

Wdw= 
(A. 8) 

E wD 
rln (w) l 

Finally, the contribution from the (l-w)2 term becomes negligible, after 

smearing out by the proton structure functions (see footnote 12). So, we 

obtain an effective fragmentation function of the form (A.l). 
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APPENDIX B: PRODUCTION OF HIGH pT PHOTONS IN A $3-PARTON MODEL 

As an instructive example how the elementary nature of the photon reveals ~, 

itself a;large transverse momentum, we will consider a parton model which 

leads asymptotically to a pi8-spectrum for pions. Such a model was proposed 

some time ago by R. D. Field and R; P. 
-1 

Feynman. Although this mo-de1 can now 

be ruled out on phenomenological grounds, 
26 

we shall use it here to show that 

Y the growth of 71 - ap2 T at fixed E and ecrn is a general attribute of any 

model which yields pi6 or faster behavior for hadron production, but has point- 

like couplings of photons to the quark current. 

In the Field-Feynman Model the cross section for qq -+ qq is determined 

phenomenologically from data as 

2 (qq -+ 44) = c 
s c-t> 

3 0.1) 

. where C = 2.3 b GeV6 = '5.9 X lo3 GeV4 . Equation (2.3) and Table I predict, 

then, for u and d quark production: 

7 
E &- (pp + u,d) = % [Iu'Id] 

d3p PT 

03.2) 

' with [Iu,Id] = 7 2 4 r(;;8;(5) (l.2)2 [0.3(0.3 + 0.2), 0.2(0.3 + 0.2)1 

= [754,5031 . 

This gives, according to (2.9), the following 5 ratio for y's produced via 
Tr 

final bremsstrahlung: 

IT d 
T;r/U %l 

(B.3) 
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Then, taking d 
lT+/u 

w 0.5 and cx 1 4a: 
Y 

“Y - 

7 

~ 0.10 . (3.4) 
E 

Final state bremsstrahlung alone, however, is not gauge invariant. In 

section II we have sketched how gauge invariance is restored by the Prompt 

processes. Thus, they should also be present in the Field-Feynman Model. The 

problem is that there is no straightforward way to calculate them since the 

basic cross section (B.l) is a phenomenological ansatz rather than the result 

of an underlying field theory. Therefore, we consider a simple field theoretic 

model for (B.l). Since t = - 4 at Ocm = 90" we can write 

(B.5) 

which can be interpreted as the cross section for qq scattering in a Q3-theory 

of spin 0 quarks and quarklike gluons "g" (Figure 10): 

-2-L 
16~s~ t2 l 

(B.6) 

2 
Comparison of (B.5) and (B.6) fixes the coupling constant aF = & = 61 GeV2 . 

One can check that this form together with the parameters given in Tables I 

and II gives the correctly normalized cross section E do/d3p (pp + Tr+x, 

* 9 Eg/p8 at 8 = 90" for pT < 8 GeV within a factor of- 2. 
T cm 

We now calculate the photon spectrum arising from the prompt subprocess 

q”g” + qy (Figure ll), the analogue of qg -t qy in QCD: 

2 (q”,” -f SY> = 4n cxFci x2q -+ . 
s u 

(B.7) 
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For this purpose, we need the distribution function G ","/P 
of the "gluons" 

inside the proton. A reasonable choice is the form suggested by dimensional 
~1 

4r 
analysis: 

G (l-x)5 
","/, = 6f,,g,t,p x 0.8) 

where we will use the usual gluon normalization f,, ,, 
g /P 

- 0.5 . The y 

spectrum follows, then, from (2.3) 

E da (pp -+ y) = 4a oF 1.2 $ 0.3 + $0.2 
I 

0.5 x 25 x 
d3p 

r(5) r(7) E9 
r(10) 6 

PT 

E9 = 0.57 cmF 6 . 

PT 

Thus, our $ 3 u -model leads to a ~ ratio which rises with pi: 

+ 0.03 p; . 

Tr 

0.9) 

(B.lO) 

The effective q-q interaction in the Field-Feynman Model could certainly 

be more complicated than assumed in (B.6). Yet dimensional analysis would 

still give Y --aP$ Tr for promptly produced photons. 27 This result simply 

reflects the pointlike coupling of the photon to the quark current and can be 
-2N 

expected to hold for all models which yield hadron spectra -pT with N > 3 . - 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

A szhematic of the quark fragmentation functions 

- into a pion: 
x DYls 

- (l-x>n ; n = l(a) or 2(b) 

- into a photon: x D 
Y/q 

- 1 j- (l-x)2 (see Appendix.A). 

Contributions to the gauge invariant amplitude for qq -f qqy , neglecting 

radiation from the bottom quark line: (a) from "final" bremsstrahlung, 

(b) from "initial" bremsstrahlung. 

Dominant configurations leading to high pT photons in qq -f qqy : 

(a) final bremsstrahlung with large momentum transfer in 44 + qq 3 

(b) initial and final bremsstrahlung with large moment&transfer in 

qg -+ 4Y l 

Feynman diagrams for the pi4 -QCD subprocesses yielding high pT photons: 

A. final bremsstrahlung processes, 

B. prompt processes. 

CIM processes yielding high pT photons: 

A. prompt processes, 

B. final bremsstrahlung processes. 

pT dependence of % at ecrn = 90° and & = 19.4, 45, 62 and 800 GeV. 
Tr 

E dependence of 5 at ecrn = 90' and & = 19.4, 45, 62 and 800 GeV. 
TT 

Energy dependence of Y- + at fixed & = 0.7, 0.5 and 0.3. 
IT 

9. Cross over from CIM to QCD in n and y production. 
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10. qq scattering diagram in a $3 model. -~ 

11. Feynman diagrams for the prompt subprocess d"g" -+ qy yielding high pT ~1 

ph;ons in a +3 model. 
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